New Resource for Faculty
INTELECOM Online Resources Network

Digital content is now available for CSM faculty use through an easy-to-use online service. The INTELECOM Online Resources Network is a fully searchable online database and digital content repository. The INTELECOM Online Resources Network builds on best practices in content development, broadband delivery and search functionality to offer a cost-effective and simple solution for enhancing online courses with digital media.

The INTELECOM repository includes collects of video lessons available in the following disciplines:

- Adult Basic Education
- Health/Allied Health
- Anatomy
- Biology
- Earth Science
- Oceanography
- Economics
- Political Science
- Psychology
- Sociology
- U.S. History
- Environmental Science
- Philosophy (Available May 2009)

The College of Southern Maryland has purchased a 3-yr subscription to this service. CSM’s unique Login Information is:

Username: csmd
Password: ujr9mn

Students do NOT need a log-in, so there is no need to share this log-in information with them. Login Information must be kept confidential, and may only be used by CSM faculty and staff. Unauthorized use, distribution or transfer by any means of the Login Information is prohibited and may constitute a violation of INTELECOM’s copyrights.

Once logged in, faculty will be able to select clips specific to their courses and store the links to these clips using an individual “My Clips” account. Faculty can add links to the video presentations to their own websites or to their WebCT courses in 3 short steps:

1. Click on a clip title to display that clip’s information in the lower half of the Faculty Search Center. Beneath the clip’s thumbnail, there is a button called Copy to My Course.
2. Click on Copy to My Course to launch a pop-up window that contains the URL for that clip. Highlight and copy the URL and paste it directly into your course.
3. When students click on the hyperlink, their default browser will open up a Student Video Player and immediately being playing the clip in a Flash-based video player.

Still not sure? Watch a demo here.

Want/need help? Contact Sue (ssubocz@csmd.edu) or Joel (joelk@csmd.edu).